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CarSim 9.0.1 Improvements  
CarSim 9.0.1 is an update to CarSim 9.0 with some bug fixes and minor improvements. It is fully 
compatible with existing 9.0 databases, and is strongly recommended for all users of CarSim 9.0. 

New Features 
Some new features were added in support of advanced users. 

COM Interface 
1. Three new COM functions have been added to provide more access to the data, and to 

work with the new file naming convention that uses Universally Unique ID (UUID) 
names with 32 hex characters. 

a. DataSetExists – see if a dataset exists in a library given a title and category. 

b. GetNumDatasets – get the number of datasets in a library. 

c. GetDataSetInfoByIndex – get name information (title, category, filename, 
root filename) about the ith dataset in a library. 

2. The COM functions for interacting with yellow data fields identify the field with a 
keyword. Sometimes these keywords are changed between CarSim versions. The COM 
functions have been improved to recognize the current keyword plus any legacy 
keywords supported in the database. 

3. New COM examples are provided for MATALB and Visual Basic.  

Others 
1. The Vehicle screens with miscellaneous data links were modified to accept links to 

payloads, custom forces, and sensors, to provide more options for linking associated 
payloads and sensors to vehicle units. 

2. The optional range and tracking sensor sensitivity to range was previously specified with 
two 1D Configurable Functions defining sensor gain as a function of range and elevation 
angle. (The two gains are multiplied to define the total gain of the sensor.) The 1D range 
Configurable Function has been replaced with a 2D function of both range and bearing 
angle. Old datasets are compatible; in those cases the bearing sensitivity defaults to a 
multiplier of unity. 

3. Two additional output variables have been added for each sensor/target detection, 
namely, the distances to the left and right edges of the detected target. 

4. An option was added to artificially increase the spin inertia of wheels at very low speeds. 
This feature existed in earlier versions of CarSim; it was removed when improvements 
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were made in the low-speed tire model. It has been made available again to work with 
some HIL systems that can have instability at near-zero speeds in some conditions. 

Bug Fixes and Errata 
The following bugs were identified and corrected.  

Z Coordinates of Custom Points in Trailer Sprung Masses 
A long-standing discrepancy was recently found between the documentation and the VS Math 
Models involving the vertical position of the coordinate system for Reference Points and Motion 
Sensors installed in trailer sprung masses. According to the GUI screens and written 
documentation, the Z coordinate of the custom point is relative to the origin of the sprung-mass 
coordinate system, which is directly under the hitch point by the distance H_H_FRONT. 
However, in the VS Math Model, the custom point was located vertically relative to the hitch 
point. 

For example, if the Z coordinate (e.g., H_RP(1,2)) for a trailer point were set to zero, it would 
be at the same height as the hitch, rather than at the height of the sprung-mass coordinate system.  

For CarSim 9.0.1, the convention is used in which the Z coordinates of custom points are relative 
to the sprung-mass coordinate system for both the lead unit and trailer. 

This change is documented in a Release Note included in CarSim 9.0.1: Version 9 Backward 
Compatibility: Reference Points and Motion Sensors. 

Batch Run Improvements 
The Batch Run screen has been made to be more responsive when processing large lists of runs. 
You can also cancel a batch run by hitting the 'close app button' in the upper-right on the window. 

The Batch Matrix button Create Matrix and Make All Runs has been restored, and can 
similarly be canceled like the Batch Run screen. (This button was disabled in CarSim 8.2 
because under certain conditions it could crash and corrupt datasets.) 

Others 
1. If a dataset from the Surface Roughness Profiles library was used with tabular data and 

the vehicle included a trailer, the VS Solver crashed, requiring that the VS Browser 
(carsim.exe) be restarted. 

2. If a new import variable was defined with the VS Command DEFINE_IMPORT and then 
activated without specifying the mode (e.g., VS_ADD), the VS Solver crashed. 

3. The I/O Channels: Export screen supports the selection of output variables for export 
via double-clicking. When the checkbox "Show Long Names" was checked, the selected 
variable was not saved properly. 

4. Parameters marked in an Echo file with [I] are used during initialization. If changed 
during a simulation with a VS Event, the model will perform initialization calculations. 
In version 9.0, this initialization was not set for some system parameters, such as 
OPT_INIT_PATH. 
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5. If a lengthy sequence was run using COM to control CarSim, the process was sometimes 
interrupted when using other software on the same computer.  

6. The screen Sensor Targets is used to locate a moving object and define its motion using 
one of several available conventions. The last option on the drop-down list is “Use VS 
Commands to specify X-Y (no road).” When this option was selected, the Parsfile sent to 
the VS Solver had a typo (a missing line feed) that caused the VS Solver to generate an 
error and quit. 

7. The screen Sensor Targets has options to visualize the target with a rectangle or cylinder 
shape. If the cylinder was selected by un-checking the rectangle box, the lateral scaling 
for the rectangle remained in effect, causing the shape to be oval rather than circular. 

8. The screen I/O Channels Write is used to identify output variables that should be 
written to file, even if they aren't needed for animations or specified plots. The screen 
supports three options for identifying output variables that are written to file. One of 
these is to clear the list and write ONLY the variables specified on the screen. In version 
9.0, the list was not cleared, and variables selected on the screen were added to those 
already activated for writing. 

9. When generating plots, VS Visualizer sometimes mapped angular variables to the range 
of ±180°. This was observed in cross-plots where steering wheel angle was plotted on the 
X-axis. 

10. GPS Absolute Latitude used the reference longitude (GPS_REF_LONG) in the 
calculation rather than the reference latitude (GPS_REF_LAT). 

11. Many of the library screens in CarSim have options to show a miscellaneous field and/or 
blue data links for optional data such as VS Commands. There was some inconsistency in 
how hidden controls were handled when updating Parsfiles. In some cases, blue links 
remained active and/or contents of hidden misc. fields were written to file. This has no 
effect on most users, but some advanced users might have had settings used that were not 
visible. All of the controls now behave consistently: data from hidden controls are not 
written to file if the data can affect the VS Solvers or VS Visualizer. 

12. The Suspension: Measured Total Roll Stiffness screen has information about limits in 
the calculator tool that calculates auxiliary roll moment. The calculator was updated with 
a numerically small default value of spring stiffness, in case the linked spring dataset is 
not used or is not valid. The calculator was also adjusted to provide Echo, End, and ERD 
output files in the library folder Suspensions\Mx_Total for inspection by advanced 
users. 

13. Three low-level VS API functions have been deprecated because they are incompatible 
with the VS Path and Road architecture introduced in version 9. The functions are 
vs_get_road_xy_j, vs_road_curv_j, and vs_road_yaw_j. These functions 
were never mentioned in in the VS API Reference Manual, but were included in source 
code provided in recent versions. 
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Documentation 
1. CarSim 9.0 removed built-in sets of four Payloads attached to each sprung mass in the 

VS Math Models, and added a new VS Commands to define up to 99 Payloads. CarSim 
9.0.1 includes a Release Note that goes into detail about revisions that some advanced 
users might need to make to old Payload datasets to maintain backward compatibility. 

2. CarSim 9.0 removed built-in sets of ten Reference Points and custom Import Forces 
associated with sprung masses in the VS Math Models, and added new VS Commands to 
define up to 99 Reference Points with associated Import Forces. CarSim 9.0.1 includes a 
Release Note that goes into detail about revisions that some advanced users might need to 
make to old Reference Point datasets to maintain backward compatibility. 

3. CarSim 9.0 removed built-in sets of six Motion Sensors that were associated with sprung 
masses in the VS Math Models, and added new VS Commands to define up to 99 Motion 
Sensors. CarSim 9.0.1 includes a Release Note that goes into detail about revisions that 
some advanced users might need to make to old Motion Sensor datasets to maintain 
backward compatibility. 

4. CarSim 9.0 introduced a more modern database design that provides better performance 
and compatibility with version-control database software. However, some custom 
automation methods developed by advanced users will need to be modified. CarSim 9.0.1 
includes a Release Note that describes the changes and suggests how advanced users 
might update old automation programs. 

5. The VS COM Interface reference manual was expanded by 50%. 

6. The VS Solver Programs reference manual was updated. 

7. The Animator: Camera Setup document was updated. 

8. The Traffic, Target Objects, and Sensor document was updated to include new 
features. 

9. The Batch Runs document (in the Tools submenu) was updated. 

10. The CarSim and TruckSim Suspensions document was updated to give more detail 
about the Suspension: Measured Total Roll Stiffness screen and the built-in calculator 
tool used to calculate auxiliary roll stiffness. 

11. The Paths, Roads, and Ground document was updated to give more information about 
surface profiles. 

12. The Technical Memo GPS Coordinate Outputs was updated. 

13. The Technical Memo Running a VS Math Model in Simulink was updated. 

14. The new Technical Memo Running a VS Math Model in with Delft Tyre was added. 

15. The Technical Memo Multiple Ports for Sensors in Simulink was updated. 

16. The Technical Memo VehicleSim License Manager (VSLM) was updated. 
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